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!e Counter-Baroque:
Transhistorical Expressions in Contemporary Latin American Art

Colonial discourse produces the colonized 
as a social reality which
is at once an “other” and yet entirely 
knowable and visible. It
resembles a form of narrative whereby 
the productivity and circulation
of subjects and signs are bound in a 
reformed and recognizable
totality. It employs a system of represen-
tation, a regime of truth, that
is structurally similar to realism.!

In recent years, we have seen contemporary Latin 
American artists express a growing interest in the aes-
thetics and sensibilities of the colonial period (sixteenth 
to eighteenth centuries). !roughout the twentieth 
century, similar artistic expressions were referred to as 
“Neobaroque.” Although the su"x “neo” seems to refer 
to a baroque-revival, this did not signal its renaissance. 

#.  Homi Bhabha, “!e Other $uestion: Stereotypes, Discrimination, 
and Discourse of Colonialism,” in "e New Social "eory Reader: Contempo-
rary Debates, ed. Steven Seidman and Je%rey C. Alexander (London: Rout-
ledge, &''#), ()#.

On the contrary, the term and its theorization in Latin 
America alludes to strategies that intermixed African, 
Indigenous, Asian, and European cultures to generate a 
hybrid and transcultural aesthetic, which Cuban critic 
Severo Sarduy also eloquently called a “double articu-
lation.”* In other words, the Neobaroque examined a 
border area where, through systems of tactical selection, 
synthesis, and exaggeration, the irreconcilable dualities 
between the Indigenous and the European, the colonizer 
and the colonized, and the modern and the traditional, 
are navigated to create a uniquely syncretic expression.+

Since its inception, the Neobaroque has been 
addressed interdisciplinarily by Latin American writ-
ers such as Alejo Carpentier, José Lezama Lima, Severo 
Sarduy, and Irlemar Chiampi, among others., In fact, 
in their comprehensive anthology entitled-Baroque 
New Worlds: Representation, Transculturation, Coun-
terconquest,-Lois Parkinson Zamora and Monika Kaup 
provided a thorough overview of the topic, o%ering 
in their introduction a de.nition of the Neobaroque 
as a method for epistemic displacement, decentering, 
and cannibalism./ Since the &'''s, we have also seen 
its resurgence with exhibitions such as Ultrabaroque: 

&.  Rolando Perez, Severo Sarduy and the Neo-Baroque Image of "ought in 
the Visual Arts (West Lafayette, I.N.D.: Purdue University Press, &'#&), 0-).

(.  Lois Parkinson Zamora, “New World Baroque, Neobaroque, Brut 
Barroco: Latin American Postcolonialisms,” PMLA #&0, no.# ( Jan &'')): #&1.

0.  !e baroque and the Neobaroque have been the subject of a wide 
range of studies coming from a variety of academic .elds. While in the early 
twentieth century it was taken up by a combination of literary scholars and 
art historians such as the aforementioned Alejo Carpentier, José Lezama 
Lima, Angel Guido, and Haroldo de Campos among others, the baroque 
has been examined from the perspective of philosophy, comparative literary 
studies, and more recently from the .eld of media studies including the work 
of Christine Buci-Glucksmann, Tim Murray, and Andrew J. Brown. For an 
overview of some of these disciplinary overlaps see, Lois Parkinson Zamora 
and Monica Kaup, eds. Baroque New Worlds: Representation, Transcultura-
tion, Counterconquest (Durham, N.C.: Duke University Press, &'#').

2.  Lois Parkinson Zamora and Monica Kaup, eds., “Baroque, New 
World Baroque, Neobaroque. Categories and Concepts,” in Baroque New 
Worlds: Representation, Transculturation, #'-#(. 
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Aspects of Post-Latin American Art, which took place at 
the Museum of Contemporary Art, San Diego in &''#; 
Lo impuro y lo contaminado: pulsiones (neo)barrocas en 
las rutas de Micromuseo (&''3) curated by art h istorian 
Gustavo Buntinx; Habeas corpus: que tengas [un] cuerpo 
[para exponer] (&'#') curated by Colombian historian 
Jaime Humberto Borja in collaboration with the art-
ist José Alejandro Restrepo; El Principio Potosí (&'#') 
organized by Alice Creischer, Max Jorge Hinderer, and 
Andreas Siekmann for the Museo Nacional Centro de 
Arte Reina So.a in Madrid; and El D_efecto Barroco 
(&'#2) organized by Spanish art historians Jorge Luis 
Marzo and Tere Badia.4 

In addition to these curatorial investigations, 
academics such as Bolívar Echeverría, Jaime Humberto 
Borja, and José Antonio Maravall have written about the 
baroque and its culture as an intrinsic part of European 
imperialism. Antonio Maravall underscores this point 
by explaining that when it arose in the seventeenth cen-
tury, the baroque was a period that witnessed “the coun-
terreformist renewal of the Church, the strengthening 
of papal authority, the expansion of the Society of Jesus 
— all of which led ultimately to the systematic posi-
tioning of the baroque as the ‘art of the Counter-Ref-
ormation.’”5 Furthermore, according to Echeverría, the 
baroque arises as a direct consequence of the consolida-
tion of mercantile capitalism, and as such, it cannot be 
divorced from a capitalist-colonial ethos. As an ideol-
ogy, explains Echeverría, the baroque ethos constitutes 
a way of building the modern-colonial world system for 
it materialized “the development of a world economy, 
based on the technological uni.cation of the work pro-
cess on a planetary scale, mak[ing] unavoidable the con-
crete universalization of an idea of the human.”6 !ese 

7.  Elizabeth Armstrong and Victor Zamudio-Taylor, Ultrabaroque. 
Aspects of Post Latin American Art (San Diego, Museum of Contemporary 
Art San Diego, &'''); Gustavo Buntinx, Lo impuro y lo contaminado: pul-
siones (neo)barrocas en las rutas de Micromuseo (Lima: Micromuseo, &''3); 
Jaime Humberto Borja and José Alejandro Restrepo, Habeas corpus: que ten-
gas [un] cuerpo [para exponer] (Bogotá: Museo del Banco de la República, 
&'#'); Alice Creischer, Max Jorge Hinderer, and Andreas Siekmann, eds., 
Principio Potosí (Madrid: Museo Nacional Centro de Arte Reina Sofía, &'#'); 
Jorge Luis Marzo y Tere Badia, El D_efecto Barroco: políticas de la imagen 
hispana (Barcelona: Barcelona Centre de Cultura Contemporània, &'#').

3.  José Antonio Maravall, Culture of the Baroque. Analysis of a Historical 
Structure, trans. Terry Cochran (Minneapolis: Minnesota University Press, 
#)17), 1. 

1.  Bolívar Echeverría distinguishes a baroque period or temporality 
(early modern and transhistorical) from baroque art and a baroque ethos. 
Although all are highly intertwined, the baroque ethos refers abstractly to 
the zeitgeist and/ideology of a period that started in the late sixteenth cen-
tury but reached its apex in the seventeenth lasting until the present. Addi-
tionally, the association between the baroque period and a society of control 

transformations, therefore, called for new measures of 
governmentality and modern paradigms of surveillance 
by both the Church and the State, which the Colom-
bian historian Jaime Humberto Borja further explained, 
required “organizing violence in a more e%ective way 
so as to create a social body made up of self-regulating 
subjects docile to the needs of the colonial state.”8 !e 
structuring of violence through the ordering of soci-
ety, in that sense, necessitated extensive and sophisti-
cated visual and aesthetic formats that legitimated the 
system. !at is why, when we speak of the continuity of 
a baroque ethos, we also speak of the sensitive mecha-
nisms that give persistence to forms of social strati.ca-
tion, vigilance, and control.

Following this path of interpretation, we .nd on 
the part of the Colombian artists Leonel Castañeda (b. 
#)3#), Carlos Castro Arias (b. #)37), and José Alejandro 
Restrepo (b. #)2)), the Guatemalan Darío Escobar (b. 
#)3#), the Brazilian Adriana Varejão (b. #)70), and Ecua-
dorian María José Argenzio (b. #)33), among others, an 
interest in questioning the sensibility captured within 
the broader baroque ethos.9: However, di%erentiating 
baroque culture and politics from the baroque period 
and its art, I suggest that it is more adequate to refer to 
these transhistorical practices in contemporary art, not 
as expressions of the Neobaroque, but manifestations 

has also been explained as deriving from a moment of radical crisis and trans-
formation that called for new measures of governmentality, administration, 
and modern paradigms of surveillance by both the Church and the State. In 
fact, in the book La modernidad de lo barroco, he explains with detail how 
modernity, being constitutive of early mercantilism, the counter-reformation, 
and imperialism, has used baroque sensibilities and realism as the means to 
naturalize a particular mode of the real based on capitalist economic princi-
ples. Speaking of a capitalist ethos, the author elaborates on the relationship 
between a baroque ethos and a historic ethos as the ideological conditions 
that render the possibility of a postcapitalist future unattainable. I employ the 
author’s elaboration of the baroque ethos precisely for its capacity to account 
for class issues that until recently had been ignored from art historical catego-
ries like baroque art. Bolívar Echeverría, La modernidad de lo barroco (Mexico 
City: Era, #))1), &7-&3, 01. Original: “El desarrollo de una economía mun-
dial realmente existente, basada en la uni.cación tecnológica del proceso de 
trabajo a escala planetaria volviendo impostergable la hora de una universal-
ización concreta de lo humano.”

).  Borja, Habeas corpus: que tengas [un] cuerpo [para exponer], #2. Orig-
inal: “Un cuerpo social compuesto por sujetos autocoaccionados organiz-
aba de mejor manera la violencia social, lo que generaba sujetos dóciles a las 
necesidades del Estado colonial.”

#'.  By baroque culture, I am referring to the association between the 
Baroque period and a society of control derived from a moment of crisis 
and radical transformation that required new measures of governmentality, 
administration, and modern paradigms of surveillance by both the Church 
and the state. Moreover, following José Antonio Maravall, this culture implies 
technologies, instruments, and systems in which the absolutist regime mobi-
lized individuals into a society of the spectacle. For more on this, see Mara-
vall, Culture of the Baroque, &7.
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of a “counter-baroque.”99 !e counter-baroque, I argue, 
takes into account an imperial visuality that, although 
founded in the seventeenth century, endures into the 
present. Moreover, as a practice of inquiry against colo-
nial visual regimes, these artistic expressions do not crit-
icize the heterogeneous artistic traditions and styles of 
the viceregal period but the naturalization of illusion 
characteristic of baroque sensibilities.9* For this reason, 
the proposal of a counter-baroque conveys a contesta-
tion of imperial visualities that can unmask coloniality’s 
frameworks of seeing. I use this distinction to elabo-
rate on this concept of the counter-baroque, for unlike 
the twentieth-century Neobaroque, it does not rely 
on hybrid or syncretic appropriations and recombina-
tions. Rather, it advances a critique of the baroque ethos. 
Given this, Jorge Luis Marzo and Tere Badia explain 
that:

##.  !e idea of the counter-baroque departs from what Jorge Luis Marzo 
y Tere Badia have de.ned as a “Baroque d_e%ect.” According to the authors, 
this idea simultaneously speaks of a baroque e%ect or culture which surpasses 
baroque art itself while at the same time suggesting a defect, understood as 
a problem with the hybrid meaning of the Neobaroque. Jorge Luis Marzo 
and Tere Badia, El defecto barroco: políticas de la imagen hispana, &7; Jorge 
Luis Marzo, La memoria administrada: el barroco y lo hispano (Buenos Aires: 
Katz, &'#'), #7.

#&.  Acknowledging that the discipline of viceregal art history pertains 
to a wide range of material culture resulting from a sophisticated global net-
work, my project speaks only of a select body of artworks like casta paintings 
as these have historically acted as apparatuses for subject and identity forma-
tion. In that regard, the association of the artistic traditions discussed here 
with colonialism is mostly concerned with the construction of what Aníbal 
$uijano and Immanuel Wallerstein termed the modern-colonial world sys-
tem. !e modern-colonial world system originates or consolidates through-
out the sixteenth century with the conquest of America and is therefore 
related to coloniality as a structure that perdures into the present. It is with 
the “discovery” of America that the capitalist world economy originates, as 
such consolidating a system premised on global inequalities and asymme-
tries in the service of early and advanced capitalism. In that regard, the mod-
ern world system incorporates an attention to the coloniality of power as 
these are based on modes of social strati.cation according to race, gender, 
epistemic, and economic relations that served as the organizing principles 
of coloniality. In that respect, I argue that contemporary artists who appro-
priate the colonial visual archive to advance a decolonial strategy post-#))' 
do so to address the historically constructed modern-colonial world system. 
Noting that colonialism as a political structure is speci.c to the period of 
Spanish colonial rule, this paper addresses coloniality as a matrix of colo-
nial domination that emerged during the colonial period, but that continues 
to this day. See, Aníbal $uijano, Cuestiones y horizontes: de la dependen-
cia histórico-estructural a la colonialidad/descolonialidad del poder (Buenos 
Aires: CLASCO, &'#0), &10-(&3; Immanuel Maurice Wallerstein, El mod-
erno sistema mundial, 7th. ed., Historia Económica Mundial (Mexico City: 
Siglo Veintiuno #))#), #21(-10: Immanuel Maurice Wallerstein, Análisis de 
Sistemas-Mundo: una introducción (Madrid: Siglo XXI Editores, &''2). 

When we say Baroque here, we are not 
referring to the predominant artistic 
style of the seventeenth and eighteenth 
centuries. What interests us is to immerse 
ourselves in the narrative of the Baroque. 
We do not use the adjective Baroque 
because its form is itself “Baroque,” but 
because it was during the Baroque period 
that the Baroque ethos began. "us, 
thanks to characteristics of sinuosity, 
miscegenation, spectacularity, and 
distortion, the Baroque style worked 
perfectly, precisely at a time when 
Spain devoted itself, with formidable 
zeal, to camou#aging the e$ects of its 
policies both in the peninsula and in its 
American colonies.!%  

Although the authors speak of a di%erent body of 
work included in their exhibition El&D_efecto Bar-
roco:&políticas de la imagen hispana, the counter-baroque 
expressions considered here add to their narrative by 
problematizing qualities of the baroque such as theat-
ricality, arti.ce, and montage. !e counter-baroque, in 
that regard, uses the baroque, not because it is reinvent-
ing it or much less vindicating it, but because it tries to 
expose its deception or illusion.9, Echeverría moreover 
emphasized that a criticism of the baroque ethos can 
only be subsumed under baroque forms of representa-
tion.9/ It is in this sense that the counter-Baroque reveals 
from within —and in an e%ort to overshadow the very 
act of baroque arti.ce—, not a “baroque object,” but the 
baroque ethos. In short, it makes visible what baroque 
culture through its signs, forms, allegories, and excesses 
so diligently manages to render imperceptible, invisible, 
or non-existent.

#(.  Marzo y Bedia,-El D_efecto Barroco: políticas de la imagen hispana, 
7'. Original: “Cuando aquí decimos barroco, no nos vamos a referir al estilo 
artístico predominante durante los siglos XVII y XVIII. Lo que nos interesa 
es sumergirnos en la narración del barroco. No ponemos el adjetivo barroco 
porque la forma sea y de por sí “barroca”, sino porque se a.rma que fue en el 
barroco donde empezó a gestarse el ethos barroco. De modo que, gracias a 
características de sinuosidad, mestizaje, espectacularidad y distorsión, el estilo 
barroco funcionó a la perfección precisamente en una época en la que España 
se dedicó, con formidable celo, a camu;ar los efectos de sus políticas tanto en 
la península como en las colonias americanas.”

#0.  Willian Egginton, “!e Baroque as a Problem of !ought,” PMLA 
#&0, no. # ( Jan. &'')): #0.

#2.  Echeverría, La modernidad de lo barroco, &#7-&#3.
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!e Counter-Baroque: a look at the family
heraldry

As these artists’ employment of the baroque var-
ies, I will focus on two works by Ecuadorian artist María 
José Argenzio titled-Con Nombre y Apellidos&('()*) 
and&Notabile y Nobicile&('()*). !ese pieces elucidate 
one of the various aspects of the counter-baroque that 
I am interested in unpacking. Taking as her subject the 
contemporary use of gentile heraldry, Argenzio prob-
lematizes the use of surnames as markers of social supe-
riority, thus exploring genealogical contradictions and 
their racial connotations. By subverting baroque visual-
ities for these continuously upheld socio-racial hierar-
chies, the artist advances a critique of race that looks at 
heraldic iconographies and how they underscore a par-
ticular idea of class.94 !is examination of what I will call 
here “socio-racial” follows Peruvian sociologist Aníbal 
$uijano’s recognition that racial strati.cation functions 
as the organizing principle of coloniality, for it is one 
of the greatest instruments of domination.95 However, 
beyond embarking on an analysis of the art of the coat of 
arms that has been the subject of a long historiography, 
this investigation examines the continuity of socio-racial 
convention de.ned by the separation between portrai-
ture and the archetype, where heraldry acts as an index 
of the white-mestizo ideology and the construction of 
its representation.96  

#7.  By “socio-racial,” I am referring to the concept advanced by Ann 
Twinam, who proposes it to note the complex and mutually constitutive rela-
tionship between class and race and their changing de.nitions throughout 
history. Moreover, as the concepts of class and race are di"cult to de.ne 
and are historically variable categories, it is important to recognize that they 
are best approached as a kaleidoscope of socio-racial relations with a multi-
plicity of variables and possibilities of mobility; likewise, it cannot be over-
looked that the discourses of blood purity (quality), caste, class, and race 
have managed to remain active in contemporary Latin American culture. 
See, Ann Twinam, Purchasing Whiteness: Pardos, Mulattos, and the Quest for 
Social Mobility in the Spanish Indies (Stanford: Stanford University Press, 
&'#2), #'(-#'0. 

#3.  According to $uijano, race is the greatest instrument of domination 
because of the way in which it naturalizes the strati.cation of society by bod-
ies that are presumably naturally inferior due to their race, and who because of 
their supposed inferiority, are continuously subjected to other forms of eco-
nomic, labor, epistemic and political ordering. See, Aníbal $uijano, “Colo-
nialidad del poder y clasi.cación social,” ('(. 

#1.  By white-mestizo, I do not refer simply to Latin American “whites,” 
but to the ideology of mestizaje, which, although complex in its historical 
construction, is problematic in the way it sustains racial hierarchies that seek 
homogenization and whitening. For a discussion of the white-mestizo ide-
ology see: Margarita Chaves and Marta Zambrano, “From Blanqueamiento 
to Reindigenización: Paradoxes of Mestizaje and Multiculturalism in Con-
temporary Colombia,” Revista europea de estudios latinoamericanos y del 
caribe 1' (April &''7): 2-&(; Edward Telles and Denia Garcia, “Mestizaje 
and Public Opinion in Latin America,“ Latin American Research Review 01, 

!e artist appropriates the visual iconographies
of gentile heraldry to address the notion of the surname 
as an emblem of ancestry and, more importantly, the 
way in which Latin American identity has been histor-
ically marked by the formal distinction between por-
traiture and archetype. In this sense, Argenzio’s works 
disarm the ornamental composition of a family’s coat 
of arms — still circulated in Ecuador — with the aim of 
questioning the recognition of the surname as a noble 
title indicative of a family’s socio-economic status. 

!ese genealogical demarcations are published in
the Sunday magazine Semana of the Expreso newspaper 
in Guayaquil, whose large circulation strengthens the 
continuous validation of the family name in the Ecua-
dorian social imaginary. !is is evident in this edition 
of the magazine dating from June &'#3 (.g. #). Here the 
history of genealogies and that of heraldic art re;ects 
the complex racial construction of Latin America, and 
to which Argenzio’s work Con Nombre y Apellidos 
(.g. &) alludes to, for they demonstrate that these mech-
anisms of representation foster the perpetuity of   class 
and its racial corollaries. Rooted in ever-changing social 
constructions, race as understood in this work consti-
tutes demarcations of strati.cation or social division 
that prevail into the present. 

Gentile heraldry, moreover, is a visual language 
representative of the surname used to establish the fam-
ily’s “noble” legacy or, more precisely, its social ances-
try. Originally employed in feudal Europe by aristocrats 
holding noble titles such as Knight, Lord/Lady, or 
Duke, the heraldic tradition was then and later, in the 
Spanish colonial period, symptomatic of a caste soci-
ety.98 More than a mechanism to di%erentiate between 
members of the upper and lower classes, heraldry as 
a symbolic code had the objective of representing the 
character of the family, for which it used iconographi-
cal compositions to portray the noble qualities that the 
surname represented. In this regard, heraldry transmit-
ted, on the one hand, the family genealogy as a way to 
establish its high “nobility” – understood here as purity 
of blood through marital ties with other nobles – and 
on the other, its “honorability” meaning bravery, rep-
utation, and moral elevation.*: Addressing the history 

no. ( (&'#(): #('-#2&; Peter Wade, “Rethinking Mestizaje: Ideology and Lived 
Experience,” Journal of Latin American Studies (3 (&''2): &()–&23; Aníbal 
$uijano, “¡$ué tal raza!” Revista venezolana de economía y ciencias sociales 
7, no. # (&'''): ().

#).  Tamar Herzog, Nombre y apellidos, ¿Cómo se llamaban las personas 
de Castilla e hispanoamérica durante la época moderna? (Cologne, Weimar, 
Vienna: Verlag, &''3), 3.

&'.  Luís Valero de Bernabé and Martín de Eugenio, “Análisis de las 
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of gentile heraldry as a symbol and its relationship with 
surnames, historian Tamar Herzog explained that:

From the fourteenth and +,eenth 
centuries, there was a certain tendency 
to +x surnames. "is +xation was due, 
above all, to the appearance of the idea 
of   lineage, that is, of an institution that 
transmitted family memory, identity, 
and property -om one generation to 
another in a vertical line. With the 
surname and lineage, weapons also 
appeared, as a characteristic sign of 
the group and mayorazgo, that is, an 
institution that allowed to modify 
inheritance laws to transfer family 
property to a single owner who was 
considered the head of the group. 
Strengthening the relationship between 
name, arms, and property, in the 
fourteenth century the +rst books also 
appeared, written by professionals of 
genealogy and history, these supported 

características generales de la heráldica gentilicia española y de las singulari-
dades heráldicas existentes entre los diversos territorios históricos hispanos,” 
(Ph.D. dissertation, Universidad Complutense de Madrid, &''3), (.

Figure #. Heraldry and genealogy of the Miranda surname. Semana magazine, in the newspaper Expreso, Guayaquil, Ecuador, June &'#3

Figure &. María José Argenzio, Con Nombre y Apellidos, &'#3, carved wood, 
Japanese paper with gold leaf appliqués and velvet curtains, variable dimensions 
(photograph by Mateo Pérez)
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claims on continuity and vertical 
transmission, accounting for the past of 
the families. .!

!e historical context that Herzog provides emphasizes
how family genealogies underscore status through the
right to property, thus associating the surname with a
symbolic universe characteristic of masculine privilege
and ownership.** It is then in considering the historical
value of the insignia as a signi.er of class that Argenzio’s
critical work on the meaning and function of heraldic
practices in contemporary society seeks to challenge the
idea of   lineage through its own visual representation,
especially as this provides a view on the last name as a
construct that structures society around the heteropatri-
archal family.

!e sculptural installation Con Nombre y Apelli-
dos bearing the same title as the famous book of gene-
alogies by José L. Sampedro (#)))), comprises an 
exquisitely carved wooden frame suspended in the mid-
dle of the wall that borders a patterned Japanese paper.*+ 
!e outside of the frame is further decorated by two
imposing crimson velvet draperies that cover the lateral
sides of the frame. !e sophisticated draperies further
stage the work as if it contained the image of a respected
sitter. By addressing the genre of portraiture as one that
has been historically associated with the depiction of
renowned subjects, Argenzio proposes instead a denial

&#.  Herzog, Nombre y apellidos, 3. Original: “A partir de los siglos XIV 
y XV hubo una cierta tendencia a la .jación de los apellidos. Esta .jación se 
debía, ante todo, a la aparición de la idea de linaje, es decir, de una institución 
que transmitía la memoria familiar, la identidad y la propiedad de una gener-
ación a otra en línea vertical. Con el apellido y el linaje aparecieron también 
las armas, como un signo característico del grupo y el mayorazgo, es decir, una 
institución que permitía modi.car las leyes de herencia y traspasar la propie-
dad familiar a un solo titular que se consideraba cabeza del grupo. A.anzando 
la relación entre nombre, armas y propiedad, en el siglo XIV aparecieron tam-
bién los primeros libros que, escritos por unos profesionales de la genealogía y 
la historia, apoyaban estas pretensiones de continuidad y transmisión vertical, 
haciendo constar el pasado de las familias.”

&&.  Although the acquisition of surnames and coat of arms allowed 
Indigenous peoples to establish their own lineage and privilege within colo-
nial society, these continued to re;ect their condition of vassalage. In this 
regard, Mónica Domínguez explains that “as visual evocations of the social 
pact that existed between monarchs and subjects, the coats of arms granted to 
the Indigenous nobility of New Spain had to publicly proclaim the loyalty of 
the new subject to the colonial regime.” For more on this see Maria Castañeda 
de la Paz y Hans Roskamp, eds. Los escudos de armas indígenas de la colonial 
al México independiente (Mexico City: Instituto de Investigaciones Antro-
pológicas, &'#(), 0#; Domínguez Torres, “Emblazoning Identity: Indigenous 
Heraldry in Colonial Mexico and Peru,” in Contested Visions in the Spanish 
Colonial World (New Haven: Yale University Press, &'##).

&(.  José Luis Sampedro, Con nombre y apellidos: cómo localizar a nuestros 
antepasados (Barcelona: Martínez Roca, #)))).

of elite-subject’s representation. In substituting the sit-
ter’s image with a fragment of a coat of arms like the 
Rustro, which is a decorative motif that has the shape 
of a rhombus with a circle in the middle (.g. (), the art-
ist generates an abstract archetype of the upper class as 
the bearers of a “good last name.”*, !e rhombus pat-
tern, applied in gold leaf on Japanese paper, alludes to 
material wealth characteristically displayed in bourgeois 
portraiture. In Argenzio’s work, however, the e%ect of 
sensuosity is further enhanced by the way that the geo-
metric pattern is mounted on an intricate Guayacan 
wood frame typical of Ecuadorian ;oral carpentry and 
representative of its great artisan tradition. !e exterior 
of the frame with its lusciously falling drapes, therefore, 
emulates in the form of a-tableau vivant, the genre of 
iconic European style portrait paintings exempli.ed, for 
instance, by the painting of Charles I’s daughter titled 
Maria I Stuart with a Servant (#770) by the Dutch artist 
Adriaen Hanneman, whereby the sitter is surrounded by 
servants, luxurious items, and other such objects charac-
teristic of the early modern global trade. 

!e draperies in-Con Nombre y Apellidos, more-
over, reference the Renaissance convention that uses the 
window frame as the mechanism by which to enframe 
visuality. Under this optical device, not only is the sub-
ject separated from the object, but through it, the space 
of the seer collapses with the space of representation. 
Leon Battista Alberti, in his treatise-De Pictura-(#0(2), 
recommended that a painting should be conceived as 
an open window through which the subject: history, 
could be seen.*/ Faced with the portrait frame as a “win-
dow” into history,-Con Nombre y Apellidos-demarcates 

&0.  Luis Valero de Bernabé and Martín de Eugenio, Las +guras geométri-
cas en la heráldica gentilicia española (Logroño: San Martín, &'')), (.  

&2.  Leon Battista Alberti, Tratado de pintura, trans. Carlos Peréz Infante 
(Mexico City: Universidad Autónoma Metropolitana, #))1), 73. 

Figure (. Diagram of a rustro pattern for heraldry. Courtesy of the author 
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a web of genealogies and socio-racial relations through 
which coloniality has been naturalized. !us, to fur-
ther stage the constructed idea of   the noble subject, the 
artist dramatizes the portrait tradition by threading the 
line between the real and its illusion.*4 Evoked by the 
piece’s draperies and they “hyper-realism,” Argenzio’s 
only seemingly ornamental motif points to the represen-
tation’s possibility to simultaneously reveal and conceal. 
In other words, it follows the baroque employment of 
arti.ce to generate a culture of illusion whereby reveal-
ing a subject, the representation conceals the very logic 
of baroque montage.

!e coat of arms, a representation of the white 
mestizo ideology, does not deploy the .gurative con-
ventions typical of other colonial visual technolo-
gies. Rather the very disarticulation of the coat of arms 
according to its geometric compositions highlights the 
way in which apparently abstract symbols like the rus-
tro indicate on the one hand, genealogical lineages, 
while on other, reveal how social aspiration have his-
torically responded to ideas of “contamination.” More-
over, resorting to the deindividualization of the subject 
through the coat of arm’s geometric compositions, the 
artist subverts the visual mechanisms by which the noble 
subject becomes idealized, and therefore, naturalized as 
a subject of qualities other than, and above, race. Con-
sidering that the concept of race in the colonial period 
was mediated by expensive fabrics, clothing, and objects 
considered as luxurious, the gentile heraldry, as insig-
nia of the person’s socio-racial status, stands as an added 
ornament to the elite subject’s overall representation. 
!is makes it so the coat of arms can work as an index 
or substitute for the subject itself, especially as these 
contributed then to the construction of an idea of sta-
tus that surpassed the colorist framework by which we 
understand race today.*5 By repeating a series of sym-
bols like the Rustro, the artist abstracts individual rep-
resentation, striping o% the imagined elite sitter of his/
her usual symbolic value. Reducing the subject of high 
birth to an archetype product of its own ornamenta-
tion, Argenzio consequently subjects it to the same 
mechanisms that condition people of “color” to forms 
of racialization. Technologies that have been instrumen-
tal in further inscribing the naturalness of race as did, 

&7.  Kathryn Murphy, “Drawing the Curtain,” Apollo Magazine. "e 
International Arts Magazine (August &'#2), www.apollo-magazine.com/
drawing-the-curtain/ [accessed October #1, &'&'].

&3.  For a discussion of colorism within critical race theory, see Ronald 
E. Hall, “!e Globalization of Light Skin Colorism: From Critical Race to 
Critical Skin !eory,” American Behavioral Scientist 7&, no. #0 (&'#1): &#0'; 
and Aníbal $uijano, “¡$ué tal raza!:” 0'-0&.

for example, the illustrations by the Dutch artist Albert 
Eckhout (#7#'-#772) on Indigenous and Black people 
in the Americas, and consequently those captured in 
Casta paintings. Later on, with the advent of photogra-
phy, there were also pseudoscienti.c projects in which 
Indigenous and Afro-descendant peoples continue to 
be reinscribed within archetypes of criminality, laziness, 
servitude, and poverty.*6 More importantly, this elimina-
tion of the body in the so-called portrait of Con Nombre 
y Apellidos rejects the way in which the socio-racial has 
been measured as the legal category known as Calidad 
(“quality”) which has alluded since the seventeenth cen-
tury to skin color while simultaneously conveying ideas 
of profession, wealth, purity of blood, honor, integrity, 
and place of origin.*8 

To develop the idea of   the portrait exhibited 
in the gentile heraldry and suggested in the work Con 
Nombre y Apellidos, it is worth contrasting it with the 
portraits of the upper class by the Mexican artist Dan-
iela Rossell. Although Rossell’s work is not being treated 
here as an expression of the counter-baroque, her more 
than one hundred photographic portraits allow us to 
examine the continued di%erentiation between por-
traiture and archetypes. Rossell’s book of photographs 
titled Ricas y Famosas (&''&) captures the intimate 
ostentation of women in Mexico, conveying the extrav-
agant performativity of high-born families. Although 
the photographs show domestic interiors full of deco-
rative excesses of eclectic taste, the representational sys-
tem used in the photographs precisely underscores the 
continuity of conventions of representation e%ective 
at marking socio-racial hierarchies. Following the for-
mal qualities of European portraiture, Rossell captures 
from an aerial perspective the mistress of the house com-
fortably seated in the broad and elegant silky settee as 
seen in the photograph Untitled (&''&, .g. 0). Beyond 

&1.  For more on the construction of the archetype, see Mary Warner 
Marien, Photography: A Cultural History (New York: Pearson, &''3), #0#-
#20. Similar systems of representation can be identi.ed in casta paintings. See 
Ilona Katzew, Casta Painting: Images of Race in Eighteenth-Century Mexico 
(New Haven: Yale University Press, &''0). 

&).  !e legal designation of calidad is important because, as art histo-
rian Magali Carrera underscores, it did not simply refer to modern ideas of 
race but related instead to assessments of people’s blood purity and noble 
lineage, which was measured by occupation, wealth, place of origin, and 
other assumed characteristics of the personality such as integrity, honor, and 
respectability. Elements that were subscribed to, what the author suggests, a 
larger social body whereby African and Indigenous people, but also Moors 
and Jews, were believed to be racially contaminated and thus of lower caste 
status, lacking noble lineage, and therefore of a nature geared towards vio-
lence, laziness, deception, or crime. Magali M. Carrera, Imagining Identity 
in New Spain. Race, Lineage, and the Colonial Body in Portraiture and Casta 
Paintings (Austin: University of Texas Press, &''(), 7-).  
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the splendor of the room, one can spot the housemaid 
standing next to a wooden Solomonic column in the 
corner, right to the main sitter. !is photographic com-
position where the housemaid stands as one more orna-
ment in an already over-ornamented house shows the 
con.guration of a hierarchical social structure where the 
socio-racial identity of the main sitter is highlighted by 
her access to luxurious designer objects. !is self-repre-
sentation is further enhanced by the contrast between 
the woman at the center of the photograph and her 
employee, who, on a smaller scale, assumes a subordi-
nate position.+: Wearing a uniform that mutes her own 
personal taste and sense of self, the maid, stands upright, 
emulating the rigid Solomonic column next to her. !e 
deindividualization of her representation and the nega-
tion of details on her face quickly make her inaccessi-
ble as an individual but readable as a mere archetype. 
!is contraction of the two subjects in Rossell’s photo-
graph, moreover, gives continuity to the portrait as the 
preferred system for depicting the white mestizo, while 
the subjection of the subaltern to a model continuously 
reiterates the naturalization of socio-racial hierarchies. 
Beyond Rossell’s project Ricas y Famosas, this criti-
cal look at socio-racial relations in contemporary art is 

('.  Although Rossell’s work was highly controversial for its framing of 
the upper class, especially in the way that it articulated a gender perspective, 
she did provide a clari.catory statement in the opening of her book where 
she wrote: “!e following images display real-life scenarios. !e sitters being 
photographed are self-representing themselves. Any similarity with reality is 
not a coincidence.” Daniela Rosell, Ricas y famosas, ed. Barry Schwabsky y 
Luis Gago (Madrid: Turner, &''&).

also evident in the photographic work of Peruvian art-
ists Natalia Iguiñez (b. #)3(), especially her photo enti-
tled Charo y Rosario (&''#) from the series “La Otra”, 
and Daniela Ortiz (b. #)12) with her book /* Emplea-
das Domésticas (&'#'). Like Rossell, both artists have 
also addressed issues of class, race, and gender in the 
domestic space, making this a topic of interest today. 
Conversely, Argenzio’s analysis of socio-racial rela-
tions through the heraldry tradition points to the way 
in which the patriarchal and heteronormative structure 
of the family unit characterized by the surname is also 
a central foundation of the coloniality of power since it 
is the paternal surname that legislates property and thus 
the family’s noble or class status.+9 

To speak of portraiture as a gender representative 
of class in Latin America, therefore, implies an analy-
sis of the white mestizo ideology, which is a designation 
used to refer to forms of cultural and racial whiten-
ing that connotes an inherent negation. !is denial is 
explained by decolonial scholar Catherine Walsh as a 
“void of all sociocultural speci.city,” meaning a void of 

(#.  About the controversy generated by the photographs, Mexican cura-
tor Cuauhtémoc Medina noted: “Rossell’s photographs are a mise-én-scene 
of a contradictory multitude of fantasies acquired haphazardly in antique 
shops, department stores, safaris, travels, and countless supermarkets. What 
Rossell has documented is the desperate e%ort of a class to create for itself an 
‘elsewhere’ other than the collage of peasant squalor, barbaric industrializa-
tion and paraplegic urbanism that the rest of us inhabit.” $uoted in David 
William Foster, Argentine, Mexican, and Guatemalan Photography: Feminist, 
Queer, and Post-Masculinist Perspectives (Austin: University of Texas Press, 
&'#0), 72. 

Figure 0. Daniela Rossell, Untitled, &''&, photograph, chromogenic print on paper, (' x 0' in. (37.& x #'#.7 cm). 
Courtesy of the artist and Greene Na<ali Gallery, New York
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race or culture.+* Although it is not new, the conception 
of the white mestizo has been revisited in recent schol-
arship. Speci.cally, it has taken momentum in testimo-
nies of the Indigenous social uprisings that took place in 
Ecuador in the #))'s. Under the expansion of multicul-
turalism, ethnic groups sought to di%erentiate them-
selves from the white mestizo since they recognized it as 
being representative of an identity that responded to a 
homogenizing project promoted by the nation-state and 
which attempted against the state’s recognition of pluri-
culturalism.++ By framing surnames under the represen-
tation of the archetype, Argenzio underlines how the 
relationship between race and class constitutes a .eld 
of both economic and political power that is undeni-
ably intertwined with the continuous recentering of the 
white mestizo ideology.+, 

!e work Notabile and Nobicile (.g. 2) satiri-
cally stages the concept of family heraldry as a critical 
commentary of class as a representation of otherness. 
As if it were a treatise, the piece is exposed as a semi-
open parchment on an imposing Guayacán wooden 
pedestal. !e work shows the heraldry form known as 
papelonado or mariposeo engraved on Japanese paper 
with gold leaf appliqués (.g. 7). Unlike Con Nombre y 
Apellidos, Notabile and Nobicile addresses the technolo-
gies of representation, that is, the mechanisms through 
which identity is represented to appear .xed and uni-
versal. !e work produces a typology that, although 
abstract, seeks to racialize what would otherwise appear 
natural. In fact, to reiterate the validation of the surname 
as a marker of rank and socio-racial superiority, the work 
as a treatise highlights an unspoken pact. To this regard, 
Walsh highlights:

From the Colonial period to the present time, 
the language and politics of whitening and 
whiteness have reigned both in Ecuador and 
in its neighboring countries, simultaneously 
damnifying national culture while also 
providing hope for modern society. Damnifying 

(&.  Catherine Walsh, “‘Raza’, mestizaje y poder: horizontes coloniales 
pasados y presentes,” in Antología del pensamiento crítico ecuatoriano contem-
poráneo, ed. Gioconda Herrera Mosquera (Buenos Aires, CLACSO, &'#1), 
0#2.

((.  Santiago Cabrera Hannah, “Hispanismo, mestizaje, y representa-
ciones indígenas durante el quinto centenario en Ecuador: vistazo y el comer-
cio,” ACHSC 0&, no. # ( January – June &'#2): &#3. 

(0.  Monika Kaup, “!e Future is Entirely Fabulous: !e Baroque Gene-
alogy of Latin America’s Modernity,” Modern Language 0uarterly 71, no. & 
( June &''3): &(0.

in that these are not societies composed of a 
white population and hopeful for wanting to 
be one, Latin American societies have initiated 
a series of policies and practices aimed at the 
‘improvement of the race’ and the adoption of 
foreign and ‘universal’ values, customs, attitudes, 
and knowledge.%1 

!e aspiration to whiteness is, therefore, inscribed
within a national project that aims towards the so-called
improvement of the race. As such, it is central to under-
standing that what Argenzio’s work Notabile and
Nobicile proposes is not a criticism of individuals of
the upper-class or their wealth. It is, on the contrary,
an analysis of how the aspiration and naturalization of
whiteness presupposes a form of negation. !is implicit
denial, however, must not always be understood as a
rejection towards Indigenous or Black subjects but
rather as the assumption and aspiration for the removal
of race as this is perceived to be a “contamination of the
blood.”

(2.  Walsh, “‘Raza’, mestizaje y poder,” 0#2. 

Figure 2. María José Argenzio, Notabile and Nobicile, &'#3, carved wood, 
Japanese paper with gold leaf appliqués on a wooden pedestal and fabric, (1 
)/#7 x &7= x &7= in. ()1 x 71 x 71 cm). Courtesy of the artist (photograph by 
Mateo Pérez)
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!e representation of class through heraldry evi-
dent in the “unspoken contract” posed by Notabile and 
Nobicile (.g. 3), in that sense, has less to do with trans-
mitting a particular sense of origin. Rather, it has to do 
with masking a social anxiety for ascertaining a noble 
lineage that speaks to the person’s calidad, which once 
stood as the legal category that presupposed the absence 
of race.+4 According to historian Ann Twinam, in the 
eighteenth century, the concept of blood purity sig-
ni.ed the purity of Christian lineage, referring to the 
perception of race as a religious concept. Blood purity 
in the New World, however, also meant genealogies 
related to mestizos, Indigenous or Blacks ––mulat-
tos or pardos.+5 !e mixture with other races or castes, 
therefore, implied contamination of blood, which was 
consequently regulated through economic and social 
restrictions. In fact, this pact to which Argenzio’s sculp-
tural piece Notabile and Nobicile makes reference is not 
so much “unspoken.” It refers, instead, to the legal and 
moral apparatuses through which race has been gov-
erned since the colonial period.+6 A legalization of sub-
ject identities that has ranked race as natural, or more 
importantly, “non-natural” to the desired subject posi-
tions that are bene.ted and protected by the law.+8 In 

(7.  Carrera, Imagining Identity in New Spain, ).  
(3.  Twinam, Purchasing Whiteness, #&'-#&(; Natalia Caldas, “Casta 

Painting and the Characterization of Colonial Mexican Identities,” (Unpub-
lished Master’s !esis, !e University of Western Ontario, &'#0), 7; Carrera, 
Imagining Identity in New Spain, #'-##.

(1.  Carrera, Imagining Identity in New Spain, ).
().  According to Ann Twinam, genealogies in Spanish America became 

useful and even commonplace in circumstances where particular subjects 
attempted to defend “cleanliness” or lack of blood contamination in instances 
when their socio-racial status was being threatened, or even the other way 
around, when mestizos attempted to apply for the acquisition of certain priv-
ileges including certain types of professions that were reserved for Spanish 
whites. Ann Twinam, Purchasing Whiteness, #&&-#&(. 

this regard, the white-mestizo ideology implied in the 
“unspoken contract” not only foregrounds a utopian 
aspiration to whiteness but is also a reaction to the pre-
sumed “invisible” criminalization of racial mixing. 

Dramatizing the construction of identity in Latin 
America, Argenzio’s works unmask the systems of illu-
sion typical of the baroque ethos and its culture of sur-
veillance and control. !e symbolism of the heraldry 
appropriated and displayed in the pieces Con Nombre y 
Apellido, and Notabile and Nobicile, therefore, account 
for the mechanisms of representation or technologies 
of seeing that play with the perception of the real as this 
is veiled by the relationship between the portrait and 
the archetype. !is staging of the baroque ethos fur-
ther elucidates, as Homi Bhabha rightfully pointed out, 
that colonialism is, in fact, a system of representation 
that until now has assumed itself as the only possible 
real.,: !us, in rendering inoperative the act of montage, 
which baroque ethos itself wants to conceal, the art-
ist ultimately reveals the prevailing yet always disguised 
white-mestizo ideology.,9 

!e New World Baroque, the Neobaroque and
the counter-Baroque: !e evolution of an anti-
colonial critique

From the #)&'s to the #)0's, the Neobaroque 
was proposed as a form of opposition to the cultural 
imperialism that had dominated the region, which 
would be renewed in the seventies and eighties under 
the framework of postmodernism. Although the Neo-
baroque in Latin America connotes what José Lezama 
Lima called in #)2( a methodology of contraconquista 
(counter-conquest), this did not refer to a critical review 
of colonial history and its visual regimes. In fact, the 
idea of   contraconquista proposes a rejection of the his-
torical condition of colonialism by means of establish-
ing the uniqueness of a mixed culture instead.,* Despite 
the fact that powerful resistance strategies are inscribed 
in the processes of recombination, transformation, and 
mimicry, the association of the Neobaroque as a hybrid 
aesthetic does not necessarily di%erentiate it from its 

0'.  Homi Bhabha, "e Location of Culture (London: Routledge: #))0), 
12-17.

0#.  Lois Parkinson Zamora explains that, according to Severo Sarduy, 
the Neobarroco also uses strategies of arti.ce so as to eclipse the baroque 
e%ect. See Zamora, “New World Baroque, Neobaroque, Brut Barroco: Latin 
American Postcolonialisms,” PMLA #&0, no. # (&'')): #('; Willian Eggin-
ton, “!e Baroque as a Problem of !ought,” PMLA #&0, no. # ( January 
&'')): #03.

0&.  Zamora, “New World Baroque,” #('.

Figure 7. Diagram of a butter;y pattern for heraldry. Courtesy of the author 
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predecessor, the New World Baroque (Latin American 
Baroque or the mestizo Baroque). !is is so much so 
that, in a somewhat excessive gesture, Alejo Carpentier 
even called Pre-Columbian art Neobaroque.,+ Carpen-
tier did not mean this in an ironic way; on the contrary, 
he sought to establish a baroque of long dureé account-
ing for the continuation of resistance from the colo-
nial period into the present. If today we agree with the 
continuation of forms of cultural resilience and trans-
formation that has enabled local cultures and artis-
tic expressions to survive against multitudinal forms 
of colonial erasure, an interest in the aesthetics of the 
baroque period have not always been consistent with 
an explicit critique to the baroque ethos. !e transhis-
torical strategies evident in artistic practices since the 
#))'s, in that sense, di%er from the manifestations of 
contraconquista in that this unfolds not as an interest 
in the hybrid or syncretic, but as a method to critically 
reexamine the historical narrative and optical devices 
of colonialism. Under these terms, we understand that 
the counter-baroque is a contemporary sensibility that 
seeks to destabilize colonial visualities, which have been 
armed to create a cultural policy of concealment ben-
e.ting from the employment of arti.ce, illusion, and 
montage. !at is why the counter-baroque strategy lies 

0(.  Alejo Carpentier, “Problemática actual de la novela hispanoameri-
cana,” en Los novelistas como críticos de Norma Klhan y Wi-edo Correal (Mex-
ico City: Fondo de Cultura Económica, #))&), 0#(.

in both staging these technologies of concealment while 
simultaneously disrupting the mechanisms of represen-
tation that have legitimized the continued expansion of 
imperialism. 

!e counter-baroque is therefore not a contem-
porary style. It is a contestatory way of seeing (a count-
er-visuality), that is, an aesthetic that invites us to un-see, 
to deconstruct a look and a way of being viewed. A way 
of seeing that challenges colonial sensibility as it is based 
on a visuality inscribed in the tension between the real 
and illusion. !e works of María José Argenzio that I 
have included here, in that regard, manifest a de.ant 
sensitivity to what the system, structures of power, and 
coloniality conceal: an illusory sense of social di%erenti-
ation through class and socio-racial privilege. Although 
the art of the blazon has historically re;ected the possi-
bility of negotiating power and asserting self-represen-
tation under systems of colonial rule, the perpetuity of 
this visual language into the present is indicative of the 
persistence of forms of representation that exalt nobility, 
lineage, and ancestry. By dismantling the mechanisms of 
subjectivation, the transhistorical gesture evident here, 
moreover, appropriates the colonial visual archive sub-
jecting baroque arti.ce to a staging that interrupts the 
prevailing and hegemonic baroque ethos.
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